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ABSTRACT DNA is partly denatured in vitro by applying a force that mechanically separates the two strands of the double helix. Sudden reduction of the imposed displacement triggers spontaneous reannealing of the molecule. The corresponding force signals are measured by optical trapping interferometry for backward steps of various amplitudes and base sequence intervals. The measured signals frequently show plateaus of varying duration at discrete values that are dependent on the base sequence. Additional measurements are performed with proteins bound to the double helix. When the opening fork encounters such a protein during mechanical unzipping, force increases until the protein is ejected. This ejection induces fast release of tension and fast unzipping. Comparing our different measurements, we find that both DNA unzipping and the relaxation of tension in DNA are faster than the formation of the double helix.

INTRODUCTION
The field of single molecule force measurements on nucleic acids has significantly grown over the last decade (for recent reviews, see Allemand et al., 2003; Bockelmann, 2004; Bustamante et al., 2003). In a first configuration, introduced in 1992 (Smith et al., 1992), a single DNA molecule was stretched from its opposite ends. This way, the elastic properties of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) have been studied extensively, using optical tweezers (Smith et al., 1996; Wang et al., 1997), magnetic tweezers (Allemand et al., 1998; Strick et al., 1996), glass microneedles (Cluzel et al., 1996; Léger et al., 1999), or atomic-force microscopy (Clausen-Schaumann et al., 2000). It is also possible to separately grasp the two strands at one extremity of the double helix and to pull the molecule open by mechanical force. In this case, a sequence-dependent force has been measured with glass microneedles (Bockelmann et al., 1997, 1998; Essevaz-Roulet et al., 1997), optical tweezers (Bockelmann et al., 2002; Koch et al., 2002; Thomen et al., 2002), atomic-force microscopy (Rief et al., 1999), and magnetic beads (Danilowicz et al., 2003). Sequence-dependent signals have also been observed in recent stretching experiments on RNA (Harlepp et al., 2003; Liphardt et al., 2001; Onoa et al., 2003). The unzipping configuration can also be used to investigate DNA protein interactions. Binding of an enzyme to the dsDNA induces a peak in the force curve measured during unzipping, because it transiently blocks the opening fork (Koch et al., 2002; Koch and Wang, 2003; Thomen et al., 2000). The single molecule experiments are complemented by theoretical physics studies of the elastic properties of DNA (Bouchiat and Mézard, 1998; Lebrun and Lavery, 1996; Marko and Siggia, 1995; Montanari and Mézard, 2001), and the opening and closing of the double helix (Cocco et al., 2001, 2002; Gerland et al., 2001; Lubensky and Nelson, 2000, 2002, Thompson and Siggia, 1995; Viovy et al., 1994). The removal of DNA-bound proteins by DNA twisting has also been investigated theoretically (Sarkar and Marko, 2001).

The folding of polynucleotides has been subject to intense investigation over decades. In this field, the dynamics of the helix-coil transition of the DNA molecule recently received particular attention when two different optical techniques, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy and measurement of absorbance changes caused by laser-induced temperature jumps, have been conducted on synthetic DNA oligonucleotide duplexes (Altan-Bonnet et al., 2003; Ansari et al., 2001; Goddard et al., 2000, 2002; Gerland et al., 2001; Lubensky and Nelson, 2000, 2002, Thompson and Siggia, 1995; Viovy et al., 1994). The removal of DNA-bound proteins by DNA twisting has also been investigated theoretically (Sarkar and Marko, 2001).

In this article, we report time-resolved force measurements of the dynamics of the spontaneous refoiling of a long λ-phage DNA molecule after mechanical unzipping. Subsequent to backward steps in the imposed displacement, force signals are measured with an optical trapping interferometer. This way the dynamics of the formation of the double helix is studied for different intervals in the base sequence. A series of measurements with 8-μm steps corresponds to repeatedly closing the same interval of ~8000 bp of the DNA sequence and shows reproducible force signals. In contrast, force curves measured after steps of 0.5–4 μm frequently exhibit plateaus of varying duration at sequence-dependent force values. We complement the studies of the DNA closing dynamics by measurements that provide access to a dynamical process that involves the relaxation of tension in DNA and DNA unzipping. A single DNA molecule is unzipped with a protein specifically bound to the double helix. When the opening fork encounters the bound protein, force increases until the protein is ejected. This ejection induces a sudden release in tension and triggers unzipping. Comparing the different experimental results, we...
find that DNA unzipping and the relaxation of tension in DNA are both faster than DNA reziping.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Unzipping DNA and single molecule force measurement

Our single molecule approach to study the opening and closing dynamics of a long DNA double helix is illustrated in Fig. 1. The measurements are performed in vitro, with a DNA construction anchored between a glass microscope slide and a silica bead. The bead is held in an optical trap and the slide is laterally displaced by a piezo translation stage. Force is derived from an interferometric measurement of the bead position in the trap. The trapping interferometer and its calibration, the experimental configuration, the preparation of the DNA molecular constructs, and the functionalization of slide and bead surfaces have been described elsewhere (Bockelmann et al., 2002).

Unzipping with an enzyme bound to the DNA molecule

We have chosen the EcoRV enzyme, a well-studied type-II endonuclease that specifically recognizes the base sequence GATATC. This sequence occurs several times in the DNA of λ-phage but is absent in the linker arms of our molecular construct. To delay enzymatic DNA cleavage, we use Ca$^{2+}$ rather than Mg$^{2+}$ ions. It is known that calcium ions allow for specific binding of EcoRV to its recognition site but reduce the cleavage rate by at least five orders of magnitude compared to standard incubation with Mg$^{2+}$ ions (Vipond and Halford, 1995). Before the force measurement, we incubate an anti-digoxigenin-coated glass slide with the DNA construct and streptavidin-coated silica beads in 150 μl of Buffer 1 (50 mM Tris pH 8, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 100 μg/μl BSA, and 5 mM CaCl$_2$). After selection of a correctly attached bead we introduce EcoRV enzymes: 0.2 μl of a commercial EcoRV solution (Pharmacia, Amersham Biosciences, Orsay, France) are 10-fold diluted in Buffer 2 (10 mM Tris pH 8, 50 mM KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, and 200 μg/μl BSA). We take 0.2 μl of this dilution, add 20 μl of Buffer 1, and directly inject this solution.

We systematically tried repeated go/return cycles, recording force as a function of time during opening and closing of the double helix. In these measurements, rupture of the molecular construct occurs quite frequently and is attributed to remaining EcoRV digestion of the λ-phage DNA to be opened. Protein-induced peaks have not been observed in closing, but upon reopening new peaks sometimes do appear. The different EcoRV recognition sites present in the λ-phage DNA molecule are only partially occupied, indicating that the enzyme concentration was not saturating in these measurements.

Data acquisition and time resolution

For the measurement of the force signal after a sudden return in imposed displacement, we perform data acquisition at a rate of 10,240 Hz. This gives a submillisecond time-resolution in the measured force and position. The piezo translation stage is operated in feedback with the position measurement; the settling time of the system is 70 ms for a 1-μm step. The measured time-dependence of the drop in force simply reflects this response of the displacement stage. In these refolding experiments, we observe no force signals belonging to a submillisecond timescale. Therefore, the raw data is time-averaged by calculating a sliding average over 50 data points, whenever noise reduction appears useful (specified in the figure captions). The influence of viscous drag on the bead is negligible, as can be seen by the absence of step-induced force signals when the tension on the molecular construct is released and the double helix is closed (Fig. 2, $t > 19$ s).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The single molecule configurations used in this work are presented in Fig. 1. The measurements are performed in vitro, with a DNA construction anchored between a glass microscope slide and a silica bead. The bead is held in an optical trap and the slide is laterally displaced by a piezo translation stage. Force is derived from an interferometric measurement of the bead position in the trap.

As shown in Fig. 2, the measured force $F$ (top) starts to rise sizably with increasing displacement (bottom), when the linker arms of the DNA construct are stretched to an amount close to their crystallographic length. At $-10–15$ pN the force ceases to increase, the regime of increasing elastic DNA deformation changes into a regime of mechanical

---

FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of the single molecule configurations used in this work. (A) Both strands of the DNA to be opened, the 48,502-basepair molecule of the λ-bacteriophage, are prolonged by DNA linker arms (7200 bp each) and DNA fragments obtained by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) that contain multiple digoxigenin (DIG) and biotin attachment sites. This way one strand of the double helix is attached to a streptavidin-coated silica bead (1 μm in diameter) and the other strand to an anti-DIG-coated glass slide. The slide is placed on an inverted microscope, and the bead is held a few microns above the glass slide in aqueous solution (1× PBS buffer at neutral pH) by a gradient optical trap. The double helix is mechanically opened (or unzipped) by translating the slide with a piezo stage, while keeping the position of the trap unchanged. In a first type of measurement, spontaneous refolding of the double-helical structure is triggered by a sudden backward displacement of the stage. In a second type of measurement the sudden event is not induced by an externally imposed displacement step but by a sudden ejection of an enzyme. In this case, illustrated in B, unzipping becomes blocked when the opening fork touches a protein specifically bound to the DNA to be opened. With displacement continuing, elastic energy builds up in the single-stranded parts and the linker arms of the construct until the protein is ejected. This ejection triggers strain relaxation and unzipping. The force signals are obtained by time-dependent interferometric measurement of the bead position in the optical trap.
unzipping where the two strands of the DNA molecule separate, and the opening fork progresses through the genomic sequence with ~1000 bp/μm of additional displacement. In this unzipping regime (here roughly between 8 and 12 s) the force varies rapidly with a typical amplitude of 1–2 pN. This force variation is due to the different pairing and stacking energies of the DNA and thus reflects the base sequence of the molecule to be opened (Bockelmann et al., 1997; Essevaz-Roulet et al., 1997).

After opening ~7500 bp at a velocity of 2 μm/s, displacement is stopped for a second, before we move the stage back by a sequence of 2-μm steps. Each of the first three backward steps induces the reclosing of ~2000 bp. The signal measured after such a step consists of a drop in force of ~5 pN followed by a recovery. The force recovery seems to be completed within the 1-s interval between successive steps. We attribute the force drop to the release in tension induced by the backward step and the reincrease to the spontaneous refolding of the double helix. After the fourth step, the force drops and reincreases but finally remains well below the level observed in the unzipping regime. This indicates that some opening of basepairs occurs even below 10 pN. Comparison to calculation indicates that the corresponding states involve only a few opened basepairs.

In Fig. 3 six force signals measured for 2-μm steps are presented. Traces A–C are the first three steps of Fig. 2. Refolding involves different base sequence intervals in this case. In contrast, traces D–F have been measured repeatedly on the same sequence interval, by opening and reclosing a molecular construct over the same displacement range. Series A–C shows more variability than series D–F. This is attributed to a sequence dependence of the refolding. Plateaus appear in the time evolution, indicative of transient delays in refolding. The fact that the force levels of these plateaus are reproducible in series D–F but not in A–C suggests that the observed delays involve formation of a sequence-dependent secondary structure. The duration of the delays varies, even within series D–F. In Fig. 4, we present similar results for 4-μm steps.

The sequence-dependent plateaus are related to the force-flipping observed close to thermal equilibrium in unzipping.
DNA (Bockelmann et al., 2002) and in opening RNA hairpin structures (Liphardt et al., 2001). This is illustrated in Fig. 5. A force signal corresponding to a series of 0.5-μm displacement steps is shown, corresponding to the refolding of successive base sequence intervals. After the first step, three folding intermediates (the second is more pronounced than the other two) are observed before the force stabilizes at ~14 pN. After the second step, two intermediates are observed and at the final position, force flips between two levels. After the third step, similar flipping appears. After the fourth step, refolding proceeds without significant pausing toward a single final force value. After the fifth step, the measured force jumps between three discrete values. The first, low force value is attributed to a nonequilibrium state, accessed as a folding transient, whereas the second and third force values remain involved in force flipping at equilibrium.

The amplitude of the force drop and the characteristic time the DNA needs to complete refolding increase with step size (Fig. 6). We derive a folding time from the force signals by subtracting the delays caused by the plateaus. Plateaus are frequently observed for steps of 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 μm. We also performed a series of 12 steps of 8-μm size, repeatedly refolding the same interval of 8000 bp. The final state after refolding is the same for Fig. 3, D–F, Fig. 4, D–I, and this 8-μm series. Interestingly, for the 8-μm steps we reproducibly measure a signal without plateaus, close to the example shown in Fig. 6.

The analysis of 29 different backward steps indicates a linear dependence of the folding time on step size (Fig. 7). From a linear fit through the origin, we can estimate that, in our measurements and apart from pausing, the double helix refolds with an average rate of ~7500 basepairs per second.

How does this closing dynamics compare to the characteristic time required to relax the stretched double- and single-stranded parts of the construct and how does it compare to the unzipping dynamics? The shape of the sudden decrease in force induced by a backward step in displacement is simply given by the measured time-dependence of the displacement, indicating that the relaxation of the stretched strands is clearly faster than the time-response.
of our piezo stage (see Materials and Methods). We also performed forward steps in displacement, the resulting force increase again simply reflecting the time-dependent motion of the translation stage. Because the settling time of the stage (70 ms for a 1-μm step) is shorter than the characteristic times observed in the DNA rezipping case, this already indicates that the relaxation of the stretched molecule and DNA unzipping are faster than the formation of the double-helical structure.

To create even shorter triggering events, we performed single molecule studies with EcoRV restriction endonucleases attached to the DNA in the unzipping configuration. In this case, the protein binding is used to transiently block the advancement of the opening fork during unzipping, as illustrated in Fig. 1B. As shown by the comparison presented in Fig. 8, binding of the EcoRV enzyme induces sizeable triangular peaks that superpose to the force versus displacement curve measured without enzyme.

The position of the additional peaks corresponds to the EcoRV recognition sites. This is revealed by comparing the sequence-dependent force signal with calculations, as shown in Fig. 9. For the EcoRV enzyme specifically bound to the DNA to be opened, we observe an average peak height of ~15 pN (see Appendix). The spatial extension of the peaks is not given by the size of the enzyme, but by the extension of the total system (bead displacement in the trap plus elasticities of double-stranded linker arms and single-stranded parts of the molecular construction) caused by the increase in force between the unzipping level and the level where protein ejection occurs.

When the protein is removed the opening fork can suddenly advance, and the additional elastic energy accumulated during the rising part of the enzyme-induced sawtooth peak is used to separate the two strands of the DNA double helix. In Fig. 10, two force drops caused by protein ejection are shown in detail. Already 50 ms after the ejection
event, a force signal characteristic to DNA unzipping close to local thermal equilibrium is recovered, i.e., a signal composed of a succession of sawtooth-like features. This suggests that no memory of the protein binding is left beyond this time delay.

The number of basepairs opened directly after protein ejection can be estimated from the size in displacement of the protein-induced peak. With 1-μm displacement corresponding to opening 1000 basepairs in average, we thus obtain 1000 bp and 1500 bp for the examples presented on the left and right of Fig. 10. The length of the triggering event, namely the duration of the protein ejection itself, can safely be neglected on the millisecond-timescale considered here. Our measurements thus provide an upper bound of the time needed for the relaxation of the DNA extension and the unzipping; even so, we cannot separate the two contributions. This upper bound in duration corresponds to a lower bound in the rate, and we find that in the present case both the relaxation in extension and the DNA unzipping proceed with effective rates exceeding 1000 bp/50 ms = 20,000 bp/s = 20 μm/s.

THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

We have extended an earlier theoretical description to nonequilibrium, to describe the dynamics of DNA folding.
The forces $F_j$ are obtained in the frame of equilibrium statistical mechanics (compare to Figs. 20 and 21 of Bockelmann et al., 2002).

In Fig. 11, theoretical results of the time dependences of $\langle \dot{j} \rangle$ and $\langle F \rangle$ are presented, for step sizes of 8, 4, 2, 1, or 0.5 μm are assumed to trigger refolding of the double helix. We systematically delayed the step with decreasing step size and thus obtain a common curve for the time dependence of the average force after the step (same for the time-dependence of $\langle \dot{j} \rangle$). The force corresponding to the initial state before the step (given by the top of the respective vertical lines) is different for the different steps, as a common final position of the stage after the step has been assumed.

$$\langle F \rangle = \sum_j P_j(t) F_j.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The forces $F_j$ are obtained in the frame of equilibrium statistical mechanics (compare to Figs. 20 and 21 of Bockelmann et al., 2002).

In Fig. 11, theoretical results of the time dependences of $\langle \dot{j} \rangle$ and $\langle F \rangle$ are presented, for step sizes of 8, 4, 2, 1, and 0.5 μm. We have assumed the same final state for all step sizes (the position of the displacement stage after the step is always given by $x_0 = 16.24$ μm).

**DISCUSSION**

From the series of measurements done after a sudden return in displacement, we estimated that the double helix refolds with an average rate of $\sim 7500$ basepairs per second, if we do not account for delays induced by pausing observed in our measurements. This closing rate of 7500 bp/s corresponds to $\tau = 3 \times 10^{-4}$ s. Closing times in the $10^{-4}$ s range have been obtained in fluorescence energy transfer (FRET) measurements of thermal fluctuations of DNA hairpins in solution (Goddard et al., 2000). Despite this agreement in order of magnitude we should note the differences between our force measurements and the FRET measurements. In our case the DNA and the opening/closing sequences are much longer and the molecule is attached and acted on by a time-dependent pulling force. The force measurements and the FRET measurements thus provide complementary information and a quantitative comparison of the results is not appropriate.

The dynamical measurements triggered by the ejection of bound EcoRV enzymes indicate that in our configuration both the relaxation in extension and the DNA unzipping proceed with an effective rate above 20,000 bp/s. This lower bound clearly exceeds the characteristic closing rate of 7500 bp/s and the comparison thus indicates that reziping is the rate-limiting step for the force recovery after a sudden backward step in displacement.

The signals measured after a sudden return in displacement frequently show plateaus of varying duration at discrete values. The fact that the force levels of the plateaus are reproducible for returns over the same base sequence interval, whereas the levels differ for steps over different sequence intervals, shows that the plateaus are due to a sequence-dependent effect. We tentatively attribute them to a transient formation of secondary structure in the relaxed single strands or to a transient formation of bubbles (rotational constraints and friction could delay the elimination of such intermediates).

The experimental observation of sequence-dependent pausing is not born out by the calculation. It is not clear whether this is simply due to the fact that we calculate the time dependence of an average force, whereas each of the single molecule measurements corresponds to one particular realization from the statistical ensemble of possible refolding paths. From this point of view, the sequence-dependent pausing is related to the force flipping observed close to thermal equilibrium in unzipping DNA (Bockelmann et al., 2002) and in opening RNA hairpin structures (Liphardt et al., 2001). Force flips also do not show up in the calculations of the equilibrium average force and are attributed to transitions between different states involved in the time-averaging of the molecular system.

Qualitative agreement exists between the measured and the calculated force signals regarding the following points. The amplitude of the drop in force and the folding time decrease with decreasing step size. The curvature of the force versus time curve decreases continuously and changes sign from positive to negative during the refolding. The calculated time dependence of $\langle \dot{j} \rangle$ (Fig. 11, top) is roughly linear during almost the whole refolding process, in accordance with the linear increase of the measured folding time with step size (Fig. 7).
Despite these qualitative agreements, the calculated force signals do not reproduce the shape of the measured curves. It is not possible to fit the whole shape of the measured signal, since in the calculated curves the extension of the initial low force part is typically too long when the shape of the final increase in force fits to the measurement. The present theoretical description is thus insufficient to quantitatively account for the experimental observations. In particular, we have neglected possible sequence-dependence of the transition rates (all opening and closing transitions are described by one relaxation time), DNA structures that involve more than one opening fork (bubbles, hairpins, etc.), and effects associated with the rotation of the double-stranded part (like twist propagation and viscous friction; see Nelson, 1999; Thomen et al., 2002). We also assumed that the elastic response of DNA and the optical trap is fast compared to the opening/closing dynamics (use of the equilibrium energies $E_i$). These assumptions are made for the sake of simplicity, but otherwise are probably not all well justified with respect to the real experiment.

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

The dynamics of the DNA helix-coil transition has been studied experimentally by single molecule force measurements. Measurements involving sudden returns in displacement and providing access to the dynamics after mechanical opening of the double helix are complemented by unzipping measurements with an enzyme specifically bound to the DNA to be opened. The comparison of the experiments shows that the relaxation in extension of our DNA construction is faster than rezipping. The extension corresponding to a force difference of $\sim 15$ pN relaxes within 50 ms, whereas the rezipping of sequences of 1000–8000 basepairs takes between 150 ms and 1.2 s.

Driving the system out of equilibrium by a sudden return in displacement also allowed us to observe sequence-dependent plateaus and thus to reveal resonances that are not observed close to equilibrium. The corresponding time-evolution involves both equilibrium and nonequilibrium states; the time-dependent occupation of these states appears to be stochastic. The single molecule force measurement allows one to visualize the predominant states and transitions of the different individual folding pathways. This way, it can help to reveal part of the molecular dynamics, within the limits of the experimental resolution in space and time (here a few nanometers and a few milliseconds, respectively).

**APPENDIX: HEIGHT OF THE ENZYME-INDUCED PEAKS**

Koch et al. (2002) and Koch and Wang (2003) performed unzipping measurements with BsoBI, XhoI, and EcoRV. They found for the three different DNA binding enzymes that the heights of the additional force peaks increase linearly with the logarithm of the loading rate. A logarithmic dependence of force on loading rate has been predicted theoretically for a regime of high loading rate, whereas for slow loading, bond strength is expected to increase only as a weak power of loading rate (Evans and Ritchie, 1997). In our measurements with EcoRV, we observed a broad distribution of peak heights, but could not simply attribute this variability to a dependence on loading rate. Employing displacement velocities between 0.5 and 5 $\mu$m/s, we measured peak heights between 10 and 30 pN, an interval that overlaps with the range reported by Koch et al. (2002) and Koch and Wang (2003) for BsoBI and loading rates below 50 pN/s. The loading rates corresponding to the two enzyme-induced peaks of Fig. 8 are 14 pN/s and 6 pN/s, respectively.
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